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ABSTRACT 
We construct a rigid subspace X of the real line IR such that for all x, y E X there is an embedding 
h :X+X with h(x) = y. 
Let X be a space. By an embedding of X we mean a function f: X-+X such 
that f : X-f(X) is a homeomorphism. In addition, two points x and y of X are 
of the same lype in X if there exists a homeomorphism h :X+X with h(x) =y. 
Finally, X is called rigid if the identity is the only homeomorphism of X. 
There clearly is an embedding h : [0, I] + [0, l] with h(0) = l/2, but the points 
0 and l/2 are not of the same type in [0, I]; also, [0, l] is not rigid. The aim 
of this note is to construct an example of a subspace X of IR having the 
following properties: 
(1) for any two points x, y E X there exists an embeddingf: X+Xwithf(x) =y, 
and 
(2) X is rigid. 
The main idea of the construction is due to Sierpinski [3] and van Mill [2]. 
1. THE CONSTRUCTION 
Let P denote the space of irrational numbers. Since, as is well-known, P 
is homeomorphic to IN”, we have P “=P. Observe that from the homeo- 
morphism P- N” it follows that P is a topological group and hence, in par- 
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titular, is homogeneous (this (well-known) remark shall be used later). We shall 
construct our space X in P”. 
If xEPm and n~lN, put 
B(X, n) = {y E P” : ( MI n)(Xi = yj)}. 
Observe that by definition of the product topology, for all distinct x, y E P” 
there exists n E N such that y $ B(x, n). 
For a homeomorphism f between subsets of P”, put 
GCf)={x~P”:f(x)#x} and HCf)=f(G(f)), 
respectively. 
Let c denote the cardinality of the continuum. In addition, let g denote the 
collection of all homeomorphisms f between nonempty Ga-subsets of P” such 
that Irri(Hcf))I = c. Since P” is second countable, it easily follows that Is1 SC. 
So we can enumerate 9 by {f, : cr< c} (repetitions are permitted). By trans- 
finite induction on cw< c we shall construct x, E P” and n, E ~vJ such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) x, belongs to the domain off,, 
(2) if P 5 a then f&q) $ Wx,, n,), 
(3) 7d&ma))Bnl(Up<a B(xg,ng)U{fa(xs):P<a}). 
Suppose that we defined xs and ng for all j? < a, a < c. Since 
there exists a subset G of Gcf,) of cardinality c such that 
CLAIM. There exist x E G and n E tN such that B(x, n) fl { fs(xs) : p< a} = 0. 
This is easy. Indeed, since IG I = c, there exists XE G \ { fp(xb) : /3< a}. We 
claim that for this x we can find n such that B(x, n) fl { fa(xs) : PC cr} = 0. There 
are two cases to consider. If n,(x) $ { ni (JP(xs)) : /3< cr} then put n = 1. Suppose 
therefore that for certain pea, rrl(x)= 71~cfa(x~)). Since x#fa(xs> there exists 
n such that fg(xp) $ B(x, n). This n is as required since by (3), if y < (r and y #/3 
then ~~Uy(xy))*~lcfs(x~N= no. 
Since XE G c Gcf,) we have x#fa(x). Consequently, by definition of the 
product topology on P”, there exists m E tr4 such that fa(x) $ B(x, m). Now put 
x, =x and n, = max {n, m}, where n is as in the claim. It is easy to see that 
these choices are as required. 
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Define X= U a<~ B(x,, n,). We claim that X is the required example. Ob- 
serve that if a<c then by (2) and (3), &(x,J $X. 
1.1. LEMMA. For all x, y E X there exists an embedding f : X-+X such that 
f(x) =Y. 
PROOF. There exists n E N such that B(y, n) c X. Since B&n) is homeo- 
morphic to P and P is homogeneous, there exists a homeomorphism h : Pm-+ 
-+B(y, n) such that h(x) = y. Then f = hlX is the desired embedding. 
1.2. LEMMA. For any nonempty open set II in P”, Irci(UOX)I =c. In par- 
ticular, X is dense in P”. 
PROOF. Indeed, let U be any nonempty open subset in P”. There exist n E N 
and for every isn a nonempty open subset Vi in P such that 
v, x *** x v, x Px Px .‘. c u. 
The set V, contains a Cantor set K. For each 2 5 is n take a point pi E Vi. Then 
K, as any Cantor set, contains a family {Kt : r < c} of pairwise disjoint Cantor 
sets. For every 1 I < < c there exists a homeomorphism 
hc:Krxh4 x -~~x{p,}X{n}x{n}x*.-+ 
+K, x {p2} x ... x (p,} x {n} x {IT} x -a.. 
Then clearly h, E 9 for every r < c from which follows by construction that 
171,(unx)I =c. 
1.3. LEMMA. X is rigid. 
PROOF. Striving for a contradiction, assume that h is a homeomorphism of X 
other than the identity. By the Lavrentieff Theorem, [I, 4.3.211, h can be 
extended to a homeomorphism @ : A-B between Gg-subsets of P”. Since h is 
not the identity, there is a nonempty open subset U of A such that UO @( U) = 0. 
Then UC G(e), and by lemma 1.2, nl(@(U)) has cardinality c. We conclude 
that n,(H(@)) has cardinality c, i.e. 4 E g, so 4 =f, for certain a< c. Since h 
takes X onto X, 
belongs to X. On the other hand, by construction, f,(x,) does not belong to X. 
This is a contradiction. 
2.REMARK 
The space X constructed in 0 1 is not connected. To get a connected and 
locally connected space with the same properties one should replace P” by Rm 
in the above construction and argue similarly as in van Mill [2]. 
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